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To get to this point 

•Public Library Working Group V1.0 (PLWG) established 
in 2016  

•December 2017, Minister Templeman released the WA 
Public Libraries Strategy  

•Broad consultation 
•May 2018 PLWG prioritised Tiered Model  

•Including support regional and remote libraries 
•92% agreement with principle of Tiered Model 

•Strategy Consultation Report endorsed by WALGA 
State Council and the Library Board of WA in July 2018 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Public Library Working Group (PLWG) was established in 2016, in recognition of the important contribution that public libraries make to Western Australian communities. The Group provided a structure for public library service provision planning between State and local government. The PLWG was tasked with developing a shared vision and strategic framework to ensure our 231 public libraries remain relevant, contemporary and engaged with communities. That shared vision has been incorporated into this background paper, and has become the basis for the proposed WA Public Libraries Strategy that will mark a new chapter in the WA’s public library system. Extensive consultation over three months that included workshops, meetings and forums with stakeholders as well as an on-line survey that attracted over 1,300 responses, over 70% of which came from community members, demonstrated strong support for the Strategy. resolved that implementation of the Strategy would be prioritised according to available resources and that the initial focus would be to progress work to develop a tiered model to support public library service delivery in Western Australia as well as a second concurrent project to develop a new model to support regional and remote libraries.December 2017, Minister Templeman released the WA Public Libraries Strategy Broad consultationMay 2018 PLWG prioritised Tiered Model Including support regional and remote librariesConsultation with stakeholders on the priority to develop a new model to support public library service delivery in WA found that over 92% of respondents agreed with the proposal Strategy Consultation Report endorsed by WALGA State Council and the Library Board of WA in July 2018



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Western Australian Public Libraries Strategy Consultation Report was endorsed by WALGA State Council and the Library Board of WA in July 2018. The Public Libraries Working Group (PLWG), with representatives from State and Local Governments, was established to guide the implementation of the Strategy.The priority areas for the Public Library Working Group are: * A single access card and management system that would allow users to borrow an item at any public library in WA�* A new model to support public library service delivery in WA�* A new model to support regional and remote library services to ensure equal access to library services across the State�* Improved governance systems, including the development of new legislation to  guide public library services �* A system to measure and assess the impact and value of public library services on individuals and communities.The PLWG identified the development of a new tiered model for public library service delivery across WA and support for regional and remote public library services as the initial priority.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brief recap of progress to date in systemic changes as outlined in the 2016 Strategy Report. Clearly we have moved along a bit now with Supplier Selection and ILLs.A number of steps along this path already achieved



We know you’ve got questions 

Today is about: 
• High level, first steps 
• Overarching Principles 
• Good faith on all sides 
 
Please hold…. 
• Questions 
• Discussions 
• Decisions 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reinforcing that Clearly we have not been able to address all possible questions, issues, scenarios yetBut, we certainly have discussed a number of them, but were not in a position to move forward until we had endorsement of the Tiered model firstSome key issues to be resolvedList other key strategy items, esp. One CardGoverning Framework Agreement or similarMulti-year funding agreement/guaranteeResource sharing By the end of today, our question for you will be “do we have in principle support/endorsement from the room?”



Action Date Responsibility 

Proposed new model endorsed 
by PLWG  

11 March 
2019 

Public Library Strategy Manager 
(SLWA) on behalf of the 
Reference Group 

Briefing prepared for Minister 
Week of 
11 March 
2019 

SLWA 

Communication with public 
libraries  

March – 
June 
2019 

PLWA 
SLWA 

Proposed new model to Library 
Board for endorsement 

2 May 
2019 

SLWA 

Proposed new model to 
WALGA State Council for 
endorsement 

8 May 
2019 

WALGA 

Proposed implementation of 
tiered framework 

1 July 
2019 

SLWA / PLWA 
All LGs and Public Libraries 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Indicative timelineWhat processes have to happen from now until 1st JulyA framework for the new model, developed by a Reference Group with representatives from State and Local Governments, has been endorsed by the PLWGThe framework for the new model will go out to all local governments as part of the WALGA State Council process.Proposed new model endorsed by PLWG Briefing prepared for MinisterCommunication with public libraries Proposed new model submitted to the Library Board for endorsementProposed new model submitted to WALGA State Council for endorsementProposed implementation of tiered framework



Tier 
  

Guide 
Population 

  

Criteria 
  

Key Features 

Tier 
One  
  

LG 
population 
over 10,000 

• Advanced library 
service  independent 
from SLWA 

• Governance, 
community 
engagement and 
service practices 

• One library qualified FTE 
& sufficient staff levels 

• Offers full range of 
library services and 
programs 

• Annual cash grant for purchase 
of materials 

• Ability to split grant between 
library materials and/or 
identified priorities 

• 80/20 max split 
• Active Collection Management 
• Stock remains the property LG 
• Out of Exchange System 
• Proposed future innovation 

grants 

Framework for Tiered Model – 
Tier One 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The framework contains three tiers primarily based on population and capacity.The tiers apply to a local government not a library, i.e. all libraries within a local government will fall into the tier selected by that local government.Local governments will be able to choose what tier they go into based on the requirements for each tier and will be offered the opportunity to move between tiers on an annual basis if local circumstances change.Population – reinforce LG population, not population served by Library branchCriteriaOffers an advanced library service that operates independently of support from SLWA.Governance, community engagement and service practices that meet or exceed minimum standards for Tier One libraries.*Minimum of one library qualified FTE with staff level sufficient to deliver services.**Offers a full range of library services and programs that support reading, literacy, learning, wellbeing, cultural and creative pursuits.Key FeaturesReceives an annual cash grant allocated by SLWA for the purchase of materials (at least 80% of the grant must be spent on library materials) and/or identified library priorities (up to 20% may be spent on identified priorities).  Develops own profile for Supplier Assisted Selection.Stock remains the property of the local government***Does not participate in a system to rotate stock, i.e. Exchange System##May apply for (proposed future) innovation grants for Tier One libraries.



Tier 
  

Guide 
Population 

  

Criteria 
  

Key Features 

Tier 
Two 
  

LG 
population 
of between 
1,000 and 
10,000 

• Contemporary library 
service  

• some services and 
programs provided by 
Tier 1 libraries 

• support from SLWA  
• Sufficient governance, 

community 
engagement and 
service practices  

• staffed LG or contracted 
service, e.g. CRC, 

• Notional annual grant for 
purchase of materials 

• Materials provided via SLWA 
supplier selection process  

• May apply for (future) grant 
funding advance promising 
practices  

• Participates in Exchange System 
• Access to additional SLWA 

services for regional and remote 
public library services 

Framework for Tiered Model – 
Tier Two 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CriteriaMature Contemporary library service offering some services and programs provided by Tier 1 libraries, e.g. weekly storytime, digital literacy support, etc., with support from SLWA.Governance, community engagement and service practices that meet or exceed minimum standards for Tier 2.#Staffed by employees of the local government or contracted service, e.g. CRC, as per minimum standards for Tier 2.Key featuresReceives a notional annual grant allocated by SLWA for the purchase of library materials. (status quo)May apply for (future) grant funding for Tier Two libraries to advance promising practices for regional and remote public library services.Materials provided via SLWA supplier selection process via a generic profileParticipates in system to rotate stock (currently the Exchange System)Has access to additional SLWA facilitated services for regional and remote public library services (this does not apply to metropolitan local governments in Tier 2)



Tier 
  

Guide 
Population 

  

Criteria 
  

Key Features 

Tier 
Three 
  

LG 
population  
under 1,000 

• Offers a lending service 
of physical and on-line 
materials 

• distributes resources for 
state-wide programs 
with SLWA support 

• Sufficient governance, 
community 
engagement and 
service practices  

• Mix of paid staff and 
volunteers 

• Notional annual grant for 
purchase of materials 

• Materials provided via SLWA 
supplier selection generic profile 

• Ineligible for (future) grant 
funding  

• Participates in Exchange System 
• Access to additional SLWA 

services for regional and remote 
public library services 

Framework for Tiered Model – 
Tier Three 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CriteriaOffers a lending service of physical and on-line materials and distributes resources for state-wide programs with SLWA support.Governance, community engagement and service practices that meet or exceed minimum standards for Tier 3.Library service is managed and overseen by paid staff but access during opening hours may be facilitated by volunteers.Key featuresReceives a notional annual grant allocated by SLWA for the purchase of library materials.Materials provided via SLWA supplier selection process via a generic profile.Participates in system to rotate stock (currently the Exchange System).Is not eligible to apply for innovation or grant funding.Has access to additional SLWA facilitated services for regional and remote public library services



Presenter
Presentation Notes
All of the assumptions are based on the existing quantum of funding – Materials and RegionalThe current allocation model for the distribution of funding from the State to local government for public library services has not changed.LOTE, eResources etc still managed in he same wayIn order to move to a new grants based model, further work is required on the repurposing of existing capital State Government funding and its accounting treatment to enable a transition of stock ownership and the introduction of grants.  SLWA is continuing to liaise with the Department of Treasury on this.WALGA, PLWA & SLWA working to provide guidance on transition of ownership and financial implications of shift from CAPEX to OPEXQuestion – anyone currently treating stock purchases as CAPEX?



Support to Regional & Remote Library Services 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Members of both PLWG and the Reference Group agreed that support for regional and remote libraries should be incorporated into the tiered modelBy far the most-impacted Libraries by the proposed changes – vast majority positive changes!The proposed new model covers support across five areas in response to the consultation feedback received from both current regional libraries and those in smaller regional and remote centres.  These include:Library materialsCommunication, networking and supportTraining and professional developmentAdvocacy and collaborationPrograms and servicesIn this new model, all regional and remote public library services in local governments in tiers one, two and three will be eligible to apply for grant funding for travel bursaries and regional conferences and training.SLWA will facilitate additional support to libraries in tier two and three local governments. 



Questions on Notice 

• Supplier Select vs Direct Select options 

• Tier One out of Exchange 

• Ability to combine funding across LGs 

• What does ‘notional’ mean? 

• What are ‘Additional facilitated SLWA Services’ 

• Regional Development Commission Boundaries – what 
is the relevance given no more regional model? 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Where to from here?When endorsed by WALGA State Council and the Library Board of Western Australia, SLWA will work with all local governments to identify which tier the local government wants to opt in to.Pending endorsement, the intention is to move to the new Tiered Framework from 1 July 2019.The end, do we have in principle support/endorsement from the room?
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